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Esperanza TM105K Titanium Wireless mouse (black)

Esperanza TM105K Titanium Wireless Mouse (black)
The Esperanza TM105K Titanium Wireless Mouse is a great choice for desktop and notebook users looking for a combination of comfort,
performance and durability. Equipped with advanced 2.4GHz technology, this mouse offers an exceptional working range of up to 10m,
providing freedom of  movement  without  the constraints  of  cables.  The variable  working resolution  (800/1200/1600 DPI)  allows you to
fine-tune the sensitivity to your needs, which is especially useful for a variety of applications and games. The lightweight and ergonomic
design, enhanced by a quiet scroll wheel and high-quality plastic, ensures comfortable use for long hours.
 
2.4GHz wireless technology
One of the key features of the Esperanza TM105K mouse is its 2.4GHz wireless connectivity, which guarantees a reliable connection and
an  impressive  range  of  up  to  10  meters.  This  allows  users  to  enjoy  freedom  of  movement  without  the  constraints  of  wires,  which  is
invaluable for  office work,  presentations or  entertainment media at  home. In  addition,  the NANO's small,  hard-to-accidentally  damage
receiver is easy to transport and saves space, making the mouse ideal for frequent travelers.
 
Resolution and precision
Another important feature of the mouse is the ability to change the working resolution (800 /  1200 /  1600 DPI),  which allows users to
adjust  the  sensitivity  of  the  mouse  to  the  tasks  at  hand.  This  feature  is  particularly  useful  for  gamers  and  professionals  working  in
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applications that require precise cursor movement,  such as graphics or  editing programs. The flexibility in resolution ensures that the
mouse will perform well in any working conditions.
 
Ergonomics and comfort of use
The Esperanza TM105K was designed with ergonomics and comfort in mind. Its shape fits perfectly in the hand, preventing fatigue even
after  many  hours  of  work.  Two  additional  side  buttons  ("Next"  and  "Previous")  make  it  easy  to  navigate  web  browsers  and  other
applications, which is a big help, especially during intensive work. The mouse is also lightweight (weighing only 60g) and compact in size
(100mm x 60mm x 36mm), adding to the user experience.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelTM105KColorBlackCommunication:2.4Ghz radioRange max:10 mPower supply :1x AA battery (kit does not include
them)Connector:USB  2.0LED  backlight:NoneOther:NANO  receiverSystem  requirements:Windows  98/2000/Me/NT/XP/Vista/7/8/10,  Unix,
Mac OS 8.6 or higher, Linux 2.6 or higherSensor:OpticalResolution:800 / 1200 / 1600Number of buttons:6Profiling:Right-handedCPI / DPI
sensor resolution:800/1200/1600Sliders:N/ALength:100 mmWidth:60 mmHeight:36 mmWeight:60 g

Preço:

Antes: € 5.0061

Agora: € 4.00

Jogos, Mouses
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